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1 ABSTRACT 

Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) are used in many environments to allow the users to securely access their internal 

resources, which are not accessible otherwise.  

Starting from Windows server 2008, Microsoft introduced an IPv6-only VPN technology called DirectAccess, which 

allows users with specific versions of Windows operating system to remotely, seamlessly and securely connect to 

their internal network resources. In addition, the nodes and the applications are required to support IPv6 in order to 

be able to use DirectAccess. In the same context, to overcome the limitation of IPv6 support in today’s Internet 

infrastructure, DirectAccess facilitate the use of the available IPv6 tunneling technologies which include 6to4, Teredo 

and IP-HTTPS. 

Moreover, unlike the traditional VPN solutions where remote users are obligated to enter some credentials in order to 

establish a secure connection to their internal networks, DirectAccess lifts this weight off user’s shoulders. Instead, 

DirectAccess automatically builds the secure connection to the internal resources by relying on different technologies 

such as Windows domain group policies, public key infrastructure, Kerberos and NT LAN Manager version 2 (NTLMv2) 

authentication protocol. 

In this study, I performed a security assessment for one of the configuration scenarios that is used in DirectAccess 

technology, by shedding light on major components that are used in this configuration scenario. Furthermore, 

because DirectAccess is an IPv6 technology, the lion share of this evaluation goes to the IPv6.  

This study shows a number of security concerns when DirectAccess is deployed and used in any environment. This 

study also demonstrates how an attacker with certain knowledge and with the right tools can easily launch many IPv6 

attacks against DirectAccess. The security evaluation in this study also proves that using the default configuration to 

set up the DirectAccess risks the security of both users and internal networks. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

Unlike conventional Virtual Private Networks (VPN), Microsoft DirectAccess is a pure IPv6 VPN-like technology, which 

provides users with always-on, auto-establishing and secure communication over the Internet [1 pp. 397]. Additionally, 

using IP Security (IPSEC), DirectAccess offers the same security services that are affordable by using traditional VPN 

technologies, which includes; confidentiality, integrity and availability. Moreover, in order for DirectAccess to achieve 

its automatic and secure way of functioning, DirectAccess depends on various other technologies and protocols.  

Furthermore, VPN is considered as interesting target for many attackers, because the sensitive information, which is 

normally carried by the VPN traffic. In DirectAccess, however, the attacker would be expected to be highly motivated, 

comparing to VPN, because DirectAccess utilizes some concepts and protocols that would be much appealing to the 

attacker (e.g. IPv6). 

Many attacks were already addressed in many papers and books, either regarding the security of IPSEC [2] or the 

security of IPv6 [3 pp. 16-80]. However, at the time of writing this thesis, DirectAccess has not been thoroughly 

evaluated and assessed before, at least on an academic research level. 

This thesis studies DirectAccess and performs a security assessment for one of the configuration scenarios, which 

was used in the lab that was created during this study. The security evaluation process, which is carried out by this 

thesis, was done by performing many IPv6 attacks on the lab implementation of DirectAccess. In addition, IPSEC and 

HTTPS protocols were also assessed, but only by looking at their configuration in the lab deployment.  

This work begins with an overview about the DirectAccess technology and then, the DirectAccess lab environment, 

deployment and tools are briefly introduced. Last and not least, a security evaluation that was performed on the 

DirectAccess is explained in details. Finally, the thesis ends up with a summarized conclusion that exhibits the 

outcomes, the thoughts and the recommendations for using Microsoft DirectAccess. 
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3 MICROSOFT DIRECTACCESS 

3.1 Overview 

DirectAccess is a Virtual Private Network (VPN) like technology that was introduced in Windows server 2008 

implementations. This VPN technology aims to offer the corporate users a seamless and a flexible way to connect to 

intranet resources without the need of any user interaction, such as providing credentials as in the traditional VPN 

solutions. Most important, DirectAccess is only IPv6 technology that requires both clients and servers to support and 

implement IPv6. Furthermore, the applications that are used by the clients to access intranet resources (e.g. browsers 

and Mail applications) have to support IPv6, unless the DirectAccess server is equipped with translation functionalities 

such as NAT64/DNS64 [1 pp. 398]. 

For simplicity, I will refer to DirectAccess in this thesis with its unofficial abbreviation “DA”.   

3.2 Features and Treats 

DA has many features and traits that make it a very unique technology. Some of these features include [1 pp. 397-398]: 

1. DA is only IPv6 technology. 

2. No user interaction is needed to build the connection. 

3. Windows Domain group policy oriented technology, that means the DA client computer and the DA user have to be 

domain-joined and have to comply with the applied policies.  

4. Bidirectional access which means the user can access the Internet and the intranet resources at the same time. 

5. Enhanced security by using access control list (ACL) mechanism. 

6. More applicable for administrators, since they can manage and monitor their remote users.  

7. It can be integrated with other Microsoft technologies for better security (e.g. Network Access Protection (NAP) as 

described in [4]). 

8. In most cases the resources to be accessed have to be IPv6 resources, unless the DA server supports a way of 

translation from IPv6 to IPv4 and vice versa (e.g. NAT64/DNS64).   

9. Connection over the Internet takes place either using native IPv6 or using IPv6 tunneling technologies. The same 

also applies to the internal connection from the DA server to the resources. 

3.3 DA Constraints 

Although DA offers many advantages, the deployment and the use of DA are actually limited by the subsequent 

constraints:   

1. Reaching Ipv4 Internet resources in force tunneling (a way of sending all the user traffic in the IPSEC tunnel) is a  

challenge in some scenarios [1 pp. 400].  

2. In some Windows implementations (Windows server 2008 R2) Microsoft Forefront Unified Access Gateway (UAG) is 

used to help accessing IPv4 resources by providing NAT64/DNS64 capabilities, but this translation is just in one 

direction. Additionally, the server needs to be equipped with two consecutive public IPv4 addresses. 

3. End to end encryption is not possible if IPv4 resources are located on Windows 2003 server [1 pp. 403].   

4. Performance degradation when Microsoft IP-HTTPS tunneling technology is used, if the DA client is Windows 7 

enterprise or ultimate edition [6].  

5. Infrastructure traffic monitoring appliances such as intrusion detection system (IDS) still have some difficulties in 

parsing IPsec packets [1 pp. 405]. 

6. If the authentication that is used for IPSEC tunnel is One-Time-Password, the use of force tunneling is not possible 

[7]. 

7. If simple configuration (a way to configure DA) is used when DA server is Window server 2012, some security 

features like user-level configuration for NAP, multi-site, force tunneling and two-factor authentication will not be 

supported [1 pp. 404] 
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3.4 DA Components 

In order for users to use DA technology, there are number of components and requirements that should be 

implemented prior to use. As can be seen in Figure 1: DirectAccess main components, these gadgets include [8]: 

1. Windows operating system for DA client computer that has to be Windows 7 enterprise or ultimate, windows 8.1 

enterprise or Windows 10. 

2.  Windows operating system for DA Server which has to be at least Window 2008 R2 with UAG or windows Server 

2012 or higher.  

3. At least one Active Directory Domain Services Domain Controller (AD DC) to manage the domain of the corpnet. 

4. Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) for issuing and manage the necessary certificates and keys.  

5. Network Location Server (NLS) which is used by DA clients to identify whether they are on the Internet or they are 

on the intranet. 

6. IPv6 transition technologies: 6to4, Teredo, IP-HTTPS to tunnel the IPv6 traffic in case the Internet infrastructure 

between the DA server and the DA clients is only IPv4.  

7. Network Address Translation Port Translation (NAT-PT) devices (e.g. NAT64/DNS64) for accessing IPv4 resources 

on the intranet. 

Besides the mentioned components, there are also others that could be used to extend the functionality and also to 

introduce some improvements for DA; these components include for example NAP and smart card authentication 

system. 

 

Figure 1: DirectAccess main components 

3.5 Components that build the Connectivity 

DA connectivity is totally transparent to the DA users; this means that DA users feel no difference of being on the 

Internet or on the intranet, because they are always automatically and seamlessly connected to their internal 

resources. This transparency actually occurs with the help of the following technologies and components [1 pp. 406]: 

1. Using IPv6 transition technologies in case no native IPv6 Internet. 

2. Name Resolution Policy Table (NRPT) rules, which is going to be discussed soon. 

3. Connection security rules: using IPsec. 

4. Network Location Server (NLS), which is also going to be explained in this chapter.  
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3.5.1 IPsec in DA 

IPsec is one of the integral parts of DA that helps the users to securely access the resources located on the intranet. 

IPSEC is mainly used by DA in form of security protection rules to provide peers with authentication, integrity and data 

confidentiality. To achieve this goal the DA server plays the role of IPSEC gateway [1 pp. 404]. 

Additionally, as explained in the previous chapter that IPSEC has two operation modes; transport and tunnel. DA uses in 

most cases tunnel mode and Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) protocol for making up the IPSEC connection. 

Moreover, ESP-NULL and Authentication Header, can be utilized by either transport or tunnel mode, to offer data 

integrity. It is also possible to have end-to-end (from DA client to the resource) data integrity and encryption, by using 

both transport and tunnel modes. However, under some circumstances (e.g. using network devices that are incapable 

to parse ESP or AH header), only authentication (i.e. no data integrity) is possible, by using null encapsulation [1 pp. 404, 

405].  

It is also worth mentioning that whenever IPSEC end-to-end encryption is required, the following facts should be 

considered [1 pp. 403]: 

1. Windows server 2003 does not fully support IPSEC with IPv6. 

2. IPv4 resources are reached using a translation device (e.g. NAT64/DNS64), thus it should be ensured that the 

IPSEC traffic can easily travel through such devices. 

Furthermore, in order for the traffic to be secured by IPSEC the following IPSEC tunnels are established as soon as the 

DA connection takes place [9]:  

3.5.1.1 Infrastructure Tunnel 

The first rule for IPSEC connection is applied before the user logs on with his domain credentials. This rule is used to 

build an IPSEC tunnel which is called infrastructure tunnel and the rule also requires two methods of authentication 

using computer certificate and NT LAN Manager version 2 (NTLMv2). After the authentication process succeeds the 

IPSEC tunnel is built using ESP protocol. The purpose of this tunnel is to protect the communication with domain 

controllers (DC’s), DNS servers and other infrastructure and management servers/services (not actual user traffic). 

3.5.1.2 Intranet Tunnel 

This tunnel is created just after the user logs on with the domain credentials. Moreover, this tunnel is not created until 

another round of authentication is performed using computer certificate and Kerberos authentication protocol. The 

objective of this tunnel is to securely carry the actual user traffic using ESP protocol.  

Tunnel Type Authentication Type Remarks 

Infrastructure tunnel Computer certificate and NTLM v2 Before the user logs on 

Intranet tunnel Computer certificate and Kerberos After the user logs on 

Table 1: Authentication mechanisms of IPSEC tunnels that are established using DA 

3.5.2 Name Resolution Policy Table (NRPT) 

In order for the client computer to automatically know whether the traffic has to be sent using the DA or to be sent 

normally, the so called NRPT is utilized. This NRPT is simply a table that holds some entries which are filled according 

to the group policy applied to the DA client. NRPT defines a new mechanism of selecting the proper DNS server to be 
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used, which is not based on the DNS server that is configured by the network interface, but this mechanism relies on 

the DNS namespace to be resolved [1 pp. 405].  

Therefore, the NRPT holds a list of DNS namespaces and the corresponding DNS behavior of the DA client. Whenever a 

DNS query is issued by the DA client the query is compared against the NRPT entries. The actions which are performed 

can be described as follows [1 pp. 405]: 

1. If the entry is found in the NRPT, the regarded settings (DNS sever to be used and whether encryption is required 

or not) is applied. 

2. If the match is not found in the NRPT, then the request is normally processed by the DNS server that is configured 

in the TCP/IP configuration of the network interface. 

There are some entries in the NRPT called “exemptions”, which represent namespaces that are not resolved by the 

intranet DNS server, although these namespaces belong to some servers inside the corpnet. These exemptions are 

usually not associated with a DNS server in the NRPT table, thus queries for such namespaces are forwarded to the 

DNS server that is specified by TCP/IP configuration of the network interface. Examples of these exemptions include 

NLS server, intranet certificate revocation list (CRL) distribution points, Internet-connected servers with names similar 

to the ones on the intranet and Internet-based system Health Remediation servers in case NAP is used [1 pp. 406]. 

Moreover, some DNS namespaces should be resolved according to the following rules [1 pp. 405]: 

1. Name resolution query for single-label names (e.g. http://da-lab) is sent to the DNS server that is configured in 

TCP/IP configuration, if a suffix for the DNS namespaces is not specified. 

2. DNS queries for namespaces like .my-server.da-lab.com, are sent directly using DA connection, if an IP address of 

the DNS server is specified in NRPT. 

3. Namespaces for DNS servers that are specified in NRPT, have to be publically resolved to prevent DNS hijacking. 

3.5.3 Windows Network Location Awareness (NLA) 

NLA is the process by which the DA client decides whether it is currently on the Internet or in the intranet. This NLA is 

accomplished by detecting the change of the location that is usually based on the changes in the network state (e.g. 

changing in IP addresses and the result of trying accessing Https-based URL of NLS). DA clients are configured to use 

NLS URL that is specified in the group policy that is applied to the DA client. This URL is stored in the windows registry 

[1 pp. 407]. 

If the network state changes, NLA in DA clients adds the namespace rules to the NRPT. If the connection to the NLS 

URL over SSL/TLS is successful, the NLA removes the DA rules from NRPT. Otherwise everything stays the same [1 pp. 

407]. 

The following steps describe how DA client detects whether it is on the Internet or in the intranet [1 pp. 407]: 

1. DA client tries to resolve the FQDN of the network location URL based on changing in the IP configuration.  

2. Since the entry is NRPT exemption, the query is normally resolved by the DNS that is configured in TCP/IP 

configuration of the computer interface. 

3. If a DNS record for NLS is not found, the DA client considers itself on the Internet, because the namespace of the 

NLS server has to be only internally resolvable. Therefore, the security rules are applied and the IPSEC tunnels 

are established. 

4. If a DNS record is found, then the DA client connects to the obtained IP address by start HTTPS session.  

5. The DA client validates the certificate, which is obtained from NLS server.  

6. DA client locates the DC by switching to the Firewall Domain profile in the Windows Firewall, and eventually the 

security rules are deactivated.  
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Considerations to implement NLS  

For the importance of the role that NLS plays, there are some recommendations to implement NLS correctly in the DA 

environment [10]: 

1. Since NLS is a very important component that has to be always reachable, therefore it is highly recommended to 

have a standby NLS, which is ready to take the lead, if the main NLS goes down. 

2. It is not a practical way to implement the NLS in the same server as the DirectAccess server.  

3. It is recommended to avoid implementing the NLS in the same physical server on which other accessible 

applications are running. 

3.5.4 IPv6 Tunneling Technologies 

Because IPv6 is still not fully implemented on the Internet, Microsoft had to find another way to tackle this slight hiccup 

by employing the IPv6 tunneling technologies that are available. These tunneling technologies include the following 

technologies [1 pp. 399]:    

1. 6to4 which requires the DA clients and the DA server to have public IPv4 addresses in order to tunnel the IPv6 

traffic. 

2. Teredo which is more flexible than 6to4, since the DA clients do not need to have public IPv4 addresses which 

makes it an appealing choice in some scenarios, for example a NAT device is set in front of the DA clients.  

3. IP-HTTPS unlike the two listed tunneling technologies, the traffic that is encapsulated by IP-HTTPS is not blocked 

most of the time by network devices such as proxy servers. In addition, IP-HTTPS is also the only possible 

tunneling technology that can be used when force tunneling is required. Moreover, Microsoft introduced a feature 

in Windows 8.1 where NULL cipher suites can be used for building HTTPS connection. Actually, the reason of using 

NULL cipher suites is due to the following facts: 

a. IP-HTTPS main goal is to get the traffic passed through some network devices, for example in case a proxy is 

setting between DA client and DA server, since these devices usually block the traffic from other tunneling 

technologies (6to4 and Teredo). 

b. The traffic is already encrypted by IPSEC ESP tunneling mode, which means that if the IP-HTTPS tunnel is 

also encrypted, the performance will be badly degraded (double encryption).  

3.6 Force Tunneling vs. Split Tunneling 

Depending on the policy applied, the DA client can send the traffic (Internet and intranet) by using either force or split 

tunneling. Force tunneling is the method by which the both Internet and intranet traffic are sent through the IPsec 

tunnels to the DA server from which the traffic finds its way to the intended destination [1 pp. 400]. 

Split tunneling is the way of only sending intranet traffic inside the IPsec tunnels to the DA server, while the Internet 

traffic is normally sent according to the configuration of the network interface of the DA client [1 pp. 400]. 

The next table sets a comparison between force and split tunneling based on some characteristics:  

No. 
                 Method 

Difference 
Force Tunneling Split Tunneling 

1 IPsec Tunnels Both Internet and intranet traffic Only intranet traffic 

2 Pipe corporate BW It consumes more BW It consumes less BW 
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3 Tunneling technology IP-HTTPS 6to4, Teredo, IP-HTTPS 

4 Users Computing experience 
It lowers the Internet users 

experience 

It improves the Internet users 

experience 

5 
Corporate network security 

policy 

It complies to the corporate 

network security policy 

It violates the corporate 

network security policy 

6 Reaching IPv4 resources 

By default only subnet resources 

and for Internet resources 

translators (e.g. NAT64/DNS64) are 

needed 

both subnet and Internet 

resources 

7 Global IPv6 
It requires Global IPv6 for client to 

connect to IPv6 Internet 

It requires Global IPv6 for client 

to connect to IPv6 Internet 

Table 2: Comparison between force and split tunneling based on [1 pp. 400-401] 

3.7 Access Models for DA 

The access model is the way of how DA clients are configured to access the intranet resources. According to Microsoft, 

there are basically three access models that can be used to configure the DA clients.  

3.7.1 Full Intranet Access Model 

DA clients that are configured to use this model have a full access to all IPv6 base resources available in the intranet. 

The DA server acts in this case as the IPsec default gateway [5]. 

Internet Corpnet

AD DC

Active Directory Domain Controller
DA 

server
DA client

NTLMv2Computer
 certificate

KerberosComputer
 certificate Unencrypted 

traffic

Unencrypted 
traffic

Resources

Infrastructure tunnel

Infrastructure 
tunnel

Infrastructure tunnel

Intranet tunnel

 

Figure 2: Full access model in DA based on [5] 
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3.7.2 Selected Server Access Model 

In this mode the DA clients are only allowed to access specific servers according to the configuration. The difference 

between this model and the previous one is that the DA clients have to establish an additional IPSEC connection to the 

allowed servers after the IPSEC intranet tunnel is established. This additional IPSEC connection can use ESP-NULL 

instead of encryption in order to provide integrity. The authentication between the client and the allowed servers is done 

by using the computer credentials [11]. 

Internet Corpnet

AD DC

Active Directory Domain Controller
DA 

server
DA client

NTLMv2Computer
 certificate

KerberosComputer
 certificate

Encrypted traffic
Additional IPSEC 

Unencrypted 
traffic

Resources

Infrastructure tunnel

Infrastructure 
tunnel

Infrastructure tunnel

Intranet tunnel

 

Figure 3: Selected server access model based on [11] 

3.7.3 End-to-End Access Model 

In this access model the DA server does not act anymore as an IPSEC gateway and therefore it passes any IPSEC traffic 

to the internal servers. To accomplish this behavior, the DA client has to first authenticate itself to any internal server 

the DA client wants to access and then the IPSEC tunnel (no infrastructure tunnel) to this server is built. In addition, the 

DA server is capable of protecting the intranet servers against DoS attack that targets IPSEC, by using an existing 

component in the DA server called IPsec Denial of Service Protection (DoSP) [12]. 

Internet Corpnet

AD DC

Active Directory Domain Controller
DA 

serverDA client

Resources

Infrastructure tunnel

End-to-end IPSEC tunnel

Acting as a bypassing 
component, but 

protects against DoS

 

Figure 4: End-to-end access model based on [12] 
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3.8 DA Connection Steps 

After almost all the important parts that build DA were discussed, it is time now to look at the different steps to 

establish the connection between DA client and DA server. As can be seen in Figure 5: DA connection steps, the 

connection to the intranet is established as follows [1 pp. 409-410]: 

1. After the detection of the changing in the IP configuration, the DA client assumes that it is on the Internet and 

therefore it enables the firewall public and the private security profiles. 

2. The NRPT is consulted in order to connect to the FQDN of the NLS. Because this FQDN is an exemption, a DNS 

query is sent to the DNS server that is configured in the TCP/IP configuration. 

3. Because the FQDN of the NLS is not publically resolved, No IP address is obtained from the DNS. 

4. The DA client sends another DNS query to resolve the IP address of the DA server, and in turn it gets back a reply 

that contains the IP of the DA server. 

5. The DA client connects to the DA server either using native IPv6 if this is possible, or it connects using IPv6 

tunneling technologies. 

6. The DA client authenticates itself to the DA server using both computer certificate and NTLM to build the IPSEC 

infrastructure tunnel. 

Note: if NAP is used, then the necessary actions are performed right after the establishment of the infrastructure 

tunnel. 

7. After the infrastructure tunnel is built, the DA client authenticates itself to the DA server once again using the 

computer certificate and Kerberos to build the IPSEC intranet tunnel.  

Finally, the DA client accesses the resources on the intranet by tunneling the traffic inside the IPSEC intranet tunnel. 
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Figure 5: DA connection steps 
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4 DA LAB IMPLEMENTATION AND DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO 

This chapter briefly describes the DA lab, which was used during the thesis for the purpose of the assessment process. 

This lab environment was built based on the deployment guide form Microsoft that can be found in [13] and [14].  

4.1 Infrastructure Components 

The different components that are used to build the lab are: 

1. Hyper-V Windows server 2012 R2 to host the corpnet and the Internet networks. 

2. Windows server 2012 R2 virtual machine to act as Active Directory Domain Controller (AD DC), and also to play the 

DHCP server and the DNS server roles for the corpnet network. 

3. Windows server 2012 R2 virtual machine runs as the DA server. 

4. Windows server 2012 R2 virtual machine runs as the Certification Authority (CA) and the Network Location Server 

(NLS) for the corpnet network. 

5. Windows server 2012 R2 virtual machine acting as the application server (Web and file server) for the corpnet 

network.  

6. Domain-joined Windows 8.1 enterprise virtual machine acting as a DA client. 

7. Windows server 2012 R2 virtual machine, which is used as an ISP server that gives the Internet connection to the 

DA clients. The same server is used as DHCP and DNS server. 

8. Cisco Catalyst 2950 series to connect the Hyper-V virtual switches with the external computer (Ubuntu 14.04.3 TLS) 

that represents the attacking machine. 

Windows server 2012 R2 (DirectAccess server)  

Windows server 2012 R2 (Internet Service Provider (ISP))  

Windows server 2012 R2 (AD DC)  

Windows server 2012 R2 (Certificate Authority)  

Windows server 2012 R2 (Internal resources)  

Windows 8.1 Enterprise 
(DirectAccess client)

Windows server 2012 R2 (Host VM) 

Cisco Catalyst 2950 series

Ubuntu 14.04.3 TLS 
(Attacking computer)

 

Figure 6: DA lab implementation 

4.2 The Lab Configuration 

As a matter of fact, there are number of configuration and deployment scenarios that can be used to employ the DA, 

however, for the sake of time the selection was limited to the default configuration. 

The main characteristics of this configuration are the full access model (i.e. once the DA client is connected, it can 

accesses any server on the corpnet), the use of IP-HTTPS to tunnel the IPv6 traffic on the Internet, the IPSEC protocol is 

Encapsulated Security Payload (ESP) protocol and the IPSEC mode is tunnel mode.   
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4.3 The Lab Topology  

The aforementioned components are arranged to form the topology in the following depiction: 

 

Figure 7: DA lab topology 

4.4 Traffic Monitoring Tools 

The following diagram shows the tools, which were used to monitor and capture the DA traffic on Windows machines:  

 

Figure 8: Tools that were used on the Windows operating systems 
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Additionally, the tools and the developed scripts that were used on the attacking machine are illustrated by the 

following diagram: 

 

Figure 9: The tools and the scripts that were used on the attacking computer 

4.5 Chiron Special Version 

Chiron is all in one IPv6 penetration testing framework that was developed by Dr. Antonios Atlasis. This framework 

contains all the tools and gadgets that are needed by the security analysts to assess and attack IPv6 implementation.  

Many thanks to Dr. Antonios Atlasis who was really supportive and cooperative in that he modified the original Chiron 

tool to be adapted to the IP-HTTPS scenario, because the official version does not fit the IP-HTTPS IPv6 tunneling 

scenario that only requires pure IPv6 packets. However, as recommended by Dr. Antonios, people still have to go back 

to the official version if they need to use the tool in the normal usage. 
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5 ATTACKS AND ASSESSMENT 

In order to actively see what an attacker might and might not do, the security of DirectAccess (DA) scenario, which was 

deployed in the lab, was evaluated and assessed. To perform this analysis process, I had to put myself in attacker’s 

shoes, to see what real advantages from which an attacker can benefit, if such a scenario is found in the real life.  

Because of time constraints, and also in order to limit the scope of attacks that were performed, the decision was to 

attack the IPv6 implementation in DA. This selection was based on the following facts and personal opinions: 

1. IPv6 topic is an active and an interesting topic for the security community. 

2. Up to the current time, no such attacks were performed on DA.   

3. Nowadays, IPv6 vulnerabilities are considered to be the low hanging fruit for attackers. 

4. Many organizations unintentionally forget about hardening IPv6 networks and products. 

At the end of this chapter, a quick review of the security of the cipher suites which were used for both the TLS 

connection (IP-HTTPS tunnel) and the IPSEC connection (Infrastructure tunnel and intranet tunnel).  

It is also worth mentioning that the attacks that are stated in this chapter were only performed in a lab environment, 

where no Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) was deployed and no hardening guides were followed, which means that some of 

these attacks might not be feasible in other configuration scenarios.    

5.1 Python IP-HTTPS Interface 

Because the IP-HTTPS interface is only shipped with Windows operating systems, it was very necessary in this thesis to 

develop a similar interface that is capable to tunnel the IPv6 traffic in the same way the real IP-HTTPS does. Hence, I 

programmed a python script that functions exactly as an IP-HTTPS interface.  

The following screenshot shows a successful establishment of the IP-HTTPS tunnel using the developed IP-HTTPS 

interface: 

 

Figure 10: Successful IP-HTTPS connection using Python script 

Moreover, the script also configured the required parameters of the IP-HTTPS interface such as the IPv6 addresses and 

the Maximum transmission Unit (MTU). Additionally, the script maintained the IPv6 routes to the DA server and to the 

other subnets that were received in the Router Advertisement (RA). 

 

Figure 11: IP-HTTPS interface configuration 
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5.2 IPv6 attacks 

As Microsoft states in [15], the IP-HTTPS interface behaves differently based on the authentication type, which is 

enforced by the IP-HTTPS server component. Consequently, I decided to assess the two different configurations to see 

whether this change in behavior would have an impact on the performed IPv6 attacks.  

In addition, the IPv6 attacks that were launched against the DA in this thesis were mainly the attacks that relate to the 

first hop security in IPv6 networks (i.e. on the local subnet). The choice of this set of attacks comes from the fact that the 

DA server acts as an IPv6 router for all the remote DA clients, which use the same advertised prefix (i.e. sharing the 

same subnet).  

5.2.1 IP-HTTPS Default configuration Scenario 

In this configuration, the IP-HTTPS server component does not authenticate the HTTPS connection, which means any 

IP-HTTPS capable computer can easily establish a connection with the DA server. One main obvious disadvantage of 

this configuration, of course is the likelihood DoS attack against the IP-HTTPS component of the DA server. 

Moreover, despite the fact that ICMPv6 packets can be sent and received outside the IPSEC tunnels, the IP-HTTPS 

server component at the DA server applies some restricted rules when there is no authentication in place. According to 

[15], the DA server discards any packet with a destination address that falls under the following cases: 

1. Link-local unicast address which is not the server address. 

2. Multicast address, except if the packet is a Router Solicitation (RS). 

3. All other packets that sent to multicast addresses are discarded. 

Furthermore, the server also discards any Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) Neighbor Solicitation (NS) with a solicited 

node multicast address as destination, unless the target address presents in the neighbor cache of IP-HTTPS interface 

of the server. If the target address is in the neighbor cache, the server responds with a Neighbor Advertisement (NA) on 

behalf of the DA client. 

However, some IPv6 attacks were still feasible and successfully tested in the lab, which are explained in the following 

sections: 

5.2.1.1 Scanning Internal Hosts using Ping 

This scan type is always possible either by using simple ping request at a time, or by using an automatic way to perform 

the scan on a range of IPv6 addresses. Chiron special version is capable to perform such an automatic scan as shown in 

Figure 13: Ping scan result against the internal hosts. 

The responses from the hosts can either be seen on the left hand side of the screenshot in Figure 13: Ping scan result 

against the internal hosts, which shows the output from the script, or as depicted in the Wireshark capture in Figure 12: 

Ping Scan result from Wireshark. 

 

Figure 12: Ping Scan result from Wireshark 
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Figure 13: Ping scan result against the internal hosts 

As can be noted, the ping scan attack is simple to launch, however the attack has the following disadvantages:  

1. Scanning DA clients are not possible; unless the clients are already in the domain (i.e. they are not remotely 

connected). This limitation in scanning DA clients is a result of the rules that are applied if no authentication is 

used on the IP-HTTPS tunnel [15]. 

2. Although the IPv6 prefix (first 64-bit) for the corpnet is advertised in the RA, the scan may last for a long time, if the 

IPv6 addresses are well configured (randomized). 

5.2.1.2 Scan Alive DA Clients 

As mentioned earlier, the DA server intentionally replies on behalf of any DA client that has already an entry in the 

neighbor cache of the DA server, if the DA server receives a DAD NS with a solicited node multicast address of DA client 

address.  

Therefore, it is possible to identify the IPv6 addresses of the connected DA clients by sending randomized DAD NS 

packets on the IP-HTTPS tunnel. The following screenshot shows the capture form Wireshark on IP-HTTPS interface of 

the attacking machine. The IP-HTTPS interface of the DA client was being monitored while sending the packet that is 

shown in Figure 14: Scan addresses of DA clients by sending DAD NS, so I was certain that the reply came directly from 

the DA server. 
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Figure 14: Scan addresses of DA clients by sending DAD NS 

Figure 15: DA server replies on behalf of the DA client shows that DA server interface received the DAD NS, and 

because the target address was already in the neighbor cache, the DA server replied on behalf of the DA client. The 

marked hexadecimal numbers in the screenshot represent the next header field in the IPv6 header “3A” (i.e. ICMPv6), 

and the ICMPv6 type “88” which means that the packet is a NA. 

 

Figure 15: DA server replies on behalf of the DA client 

Again, the 64 bit of the network part (prefix) is known, but still performing such a scan needs in the worst case to be 

tried against 264- 3 combinations (one IPv6 is used by the DA server and the other are used by the attacking machine). 

5.2.1.3 IPv6 Spoofing 

Because all the checking that is usually done by the IP-HTTPS sever interface is performed against the destination 

address, sending packets with spoofed IPv6 source addresses was possible. Figure 16: Sending an ICMPv6 echo request 

with a spoofed IPv6 source address illustrates how an attacker can simply send an ICMPv6 echo request with a 

destination address of a legitimate DA client to ping an internal server.  
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Figure 16: Sending an ICMPv6 echo request with a spoofed IPv6 source address 

As depicted by Figure 17: DA server received the packet with spoofed IPv6 source address the packet was successfully 

received by the DA server interface and forwarded to the internal subnet, and then the reply was forwarded back by the 

DA server to the DA client via the TLS connection of the DA client.  

 

Figure 17: DA server received the packet with spoofed IPv6 source address 

5.2.1.4 Neighbor Cache Exhaustion Attack  

Because the attacker/malicious user knows already the prefix that is used behind the DA server (corpnet) from the 

route information option in the RA, the neighbor cache exhaustion attack is feasible. The screenshot in Figure 19: 

Neighbor cache of the interface of the DA server after receiving the TCP SYN packets shows how large got the neighbor 

cache of the network interface that is connected to the corpnet side. The attack was simply performed by using Chiron 

as displayed in Figure 18: Send TCP SYN packets to internal subnet using Chiron to exhaust the DA server. Although I 

did not let this attack to last for a long time, this kind of attack is able to cause DoS against DA server, if the attack runs 

for the whole /64 subnet. The cache entry state that is maintained by the interface (UNREACHABLE) is defined in RFC 

7048. 
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Figure 18: Send TCP SYN packets to internal subnet using Chiron to exhaust the DA server 

 

Figure 19: Neighbor cache of the interface of the DA server after receiving the TCP SYN packets 

5.2.2 IP-HTTPS Authenticated Tunnel Scenario 

So far, it was seen that the IPv6 attacks in the first scenario are limited, because the restricted rules that are applied 

when IP-HTTPS server component does not enforce authentication as mentioned in [15]. Therefore, I decided to see if 

what other sort of IPv6 attacks would be possible, if the IP-HTTPS connections are authenticated. Therefore, I 

reconfigured the IP-HTTPS interface of the DA server to use authentication as shown in Figure 20: The IP-HTTPS server 

interface was configured to use authentication.                          

 

Figure 20: The IP-HTTPS server interface was configured to use authentication 

Executing the command in Figure 20: The IP-HTTPS server interface was configured to use authentication was not 

enough to enable the authentication on the IP-HTTPS tunnel, because as described in [16] by Microsoft, there is an extra 

and must step that has to be done. This extra step was accomplished by executing the command that is shown in Figure 

21:. 
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Figure 21: The necessary command to enable the authentication on the IP-HTTPS 

After changing the authentication to use certificates, I noticed that even DA clients that use Windows 8.1 enterprise 

were not able to use NULL ciphers like before, which contradicts with what was already claimed by Microsoft regarding 

the performance enhancement feature in Windows 8.1, which is mentioned in [17].   

Moreover, before I started performing attack in this scenario, the following steps had to be completed:  

1. Adjusting the Python IP-HTTPS script to use a client certificate in order to authenticate to the IP-HTTPS 

server component.  

2. Using the tool mimikatz [18] to extract a computer certificate from a legitimate DA client, because the private 

keys of the certificates that were issued by Windows server 2012 R2 CA are not exported.  

3. Using Openssl as explained in [19], in order to extract the private key and the certificate in the required 

format. 

Immediately after running the script, and while I was monitoring on the IP-HTTPS interface, it was really interesting to 

see that all the nodes including the DA server are sending DHCPv6 Solicit packets as shown in Figure 22: DHCPv6 

packets that were received by the IP-HTTPS python interface. This behavior was a big indication that the IP-HTTPS 

component on the DA server forwards multicast addresses in case the authentication is used as described in [15]. 

 

Figure 22: DHCPv6 packets that were received by the IP-HTTPS python interface 

Beside the IPv6 attacks that were already feasible in the previous scenario, the following subsections describe the 

additional IPv6 attacks that were successfully performed in this scenario: 
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5.2.2.1 IPv6 Passive Scan 

As shown in Figure 22: DHCPv6 packets that were received by the IP-HTTPS python interface, the attacker can passively 

sniff the link and eventually he can get all the local link IPv6 addresses of the DA server and all the connected DA 

clients. 

5.2.2.2 Scan DA Clients using Ping 

Unlike the previous scenario, the attacker can now enumerate the IPv6 addresses of the connected DA clients using 

Ping scan technique as shown by Figure 23:. Moreover, as mentioned before, the main drawback of this technique is 

subnet space that should be scanned in order to find alive targets. 

 

Figure 23: Ping scan was used to find the IPv6 addresses of the connected DA clients 

5.2.2.3 Port Scan against DA Clients 

In the IP-HTTPS default configuration scenario, scanning the services that are running on the internal corpnet was not 

possible, because it might be that the IPSEC security rules that are applied on the IPESC gateway prevented this scan in 

some way. However, it is possible now to scan services on the DA clients as the DA server in this scenario allows the 

unicast packets to be exchanged between the DA clients. An example of this scan was performed by using Nmap and as 

depicted in Figure 24:, the DA clients received the generated packets, but unfortunately at that time there were no 

services listening on the scanned DA client. 

 

 

Figure 24: Scanning DA client for open ports 

5.2.2.4 Fake RA 

Sending a fake RA inside the IP-HTTPS tunnel was also successfully received by DA clients in this scenario, because DA 

server simply forwarded almost all types of ICMPv6 packets with multicast destination addresses. Figure 25: IP-HTTPS 
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interface of the DA client before sending the fake RA shows the IPv6 addresses of the IP-HTTPS interface of one of the 

DA clients before a fake RA was sent by the attacking machine.    

 

Figure 25: IP-HTTPS interface of the DA client before sending the fake RA 

After running Chiron command for sending RA as shown in Figure 26: Chiron command for sending RA, the DA client 

interface was configured with a default route that has the value of the IPv6 address of the attacking machine. Figure 27: 

IP-HTTPS interface of the DA client after receiving the fake RA shows the configuration of the IP-HTTPS interface after 

the fake RA was received. 

 

Figure 26: Chiron command for sending RA 

 

Figure 27: IP-HTTPS interface of the DA client after receiving the fake RA 

Moreover, it was also possible to drown the DA clients with huge number of fake RA’s, which had random prefix values 

by using chiron_local_link module as mentioned in [20 pp. 21]. 

The following screenshot shows that DA client willingly configured as many addresses as prefixes it received. This kind 

of attack can cause DoS on the target machine, if the attack lasts for enough time [20 pp. 21].  

 

Figure 28: Part of the Configuration of the DA client IP-HTTPS interface after receiving RAs with randomized prefixes 
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On the other hand, DA server did not implement any fake RA that was sent by the attacking machine and it was also not 

possible to perform MITM attack using this attack. The reason for failing MITM could be because, the packets that are 

always sent using the IP-HTTPS do not contain MAC addresses, and second the addresses of the internal subnet 

(corpnet) and the IPSEC gateway are hardcoded in the registries of the DA clients. These hardcoded configurations can 

be seen in Windows from the Resultant Set of Policy by running the command “rsop.msc”. 

5.2.2.5 DoS DA Client by sending unsolicited NA with IPv6 Source Address of DA Server 

The idea of this attack is mentioned in [21], by which an unsolicited NA is sent to the targeted DA client with a spoofed 

source address that represents the local-link IPv6 address of the IP-HTTPS server interface. The unsolicited NA will 

eventually causes the DA client to delete the DA server address from the routing table, which results in losing the 

connection between the DA client and the DA server.  

The following two successive screenshots show the routes information in one of the DA clients 

(fe80::2848:6ae5:d308:a2cd) before and after receiving the unsolicited NA (the source address is 

fe80::4d27:bf21:36ce:1906) from the attacker. 

 

Figure 29: Routing table of DA client before sending the unsolicited spoofed NA 

 

 

Figure 30: Routing table of DA client after sending the spoofed unsolicited NA 
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5.2.2.6 DoS DA Client by sending a spoofed NA with IPv6 Source Address of DA client 

Nevertheless the link layer addresses are not part of the IPv6 packets that are sent and received using the IP-HTTPS 

interface; it was possible using this attack to hijack the IPSEC downstream connection from the server to the client. This 

attack was performed by sending spoofed NA packets to the DA server as they were generated from a DA client. 

In fact, the first time I realized the possibility of this attack was when I saw that the DA server was sending many NS 

packets to all the IP-HTTPS connections including the attacking machine. These NS packets were intended to be 

received by a DA client that was switched off at that time.  

After I saw this behavior, I decided to see what might happen if a spoofed NA is sent claiming that the Ubuntu IP-HTTPS 

interfaces is the IP-HTTPS interface of the DA client.  Therefore, I powered on the DA client and I waited for some time 

until the IPSEC tunnels were established, and then I powered off the DA client again. When the NS’s packets were 

received from the IPv6 address 2001:db8:1:1000:4d27:bf21:36ce:1906 on the IP-HTTPS interface, I immediately sent 

back a spoofed NA with the address of the DA client (2001:db8:1:1000:4d74:a9e1:7d8c:5104). Surprisingly, the DA server 

immediately sent (from address 2002:836b:3::836b:3) to the IP-HTTPS interface of the attacking machine an IPSEC ESP 

packet that was supposed to be sent to the DA client that was powered off. The DA server also sent an Internet Security 

Association and Key Management Protocol (ISAKMP) packet to the attacking machine. This behavior is depicted by the 

screenshot that is shown in Figure 31:. 

 

Figure 31: IPSEC packets that were received by the attacking machine after a client was shut down 

Motivated by this behavior, I decided to see what happens if I send a spoofed NA while the DA client is connected to the 

DA server. Unexpectedly, the DA server at some point after receiving number of NA’s that I was continuously sending, it 

sent every packet that was supposed to be delivered to the IPv6 address (the address that was spoofed) of the DA client 

as shown in Figure 32: Hijacking the connection from DA server to DA client by sending NA's. 
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Figure 32: Hijacking the connection from DA server to DA client by sending NA's 

Despite the DA client was normally sending the packets to the DA server, it did not receive any answers back. Therefore, 

DoS attack was successful against that DA client by hijacking the connection from the DA server to the DA client by 

sending spoofed NA’s. 

5.2.2.7 IPv6 MITM Attack by sending Fake RA on the Local Subnet 

In order to deceive the DA client to send the IPSEC packets via the local subnet and not via its own IP-HTTPS link, and 

because the DA client already knows all the addresses that it should use from the applied configuration by the group 

policy, the following steps had to be met for the attack to succeed: 

1. Spoof the server RA 

2. Set the Router Preference flag with high priority 

3. Set all Route Information (RFC 4191) options with high priority 

4. Use the same advertised Prefix Information 

5. Developing a small Python script that performs the MITM between the DA client and the DA server.  

This attack turned out to be also realizable in the scenario where there is no authentication on the IP-HTTPS tunnel. 

As a result of accepting the fake RA by the DA client, the DA client established a new IPSEC connection with the same 

address of the IPSEC gateway (2002:836b:3::836b:3), using the IPv6 address that was configured on the Ethernet 

interface after receiving the fake RA . This connection was built through the attacking machine and not inside the IP-

HTTPS tunnel of the DA client. This behavior is depicted by the screenshots in Figure 33:  and Figure 34:, which 

represent Wireshark captures on the Ethernet interface and on the IP-HTTPS interface of the attacking machine. 
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Figure 33: Packets that were received and sent on the Ethernet interface of the attacking machine 

 

Figure 34: Packets that were received and sent on the IP-HTTPS interface of the attacking machine 

Additionally, I checked the Windows Firewall settings and I saw that both DA client and DA server established a new IKE 

main mode security association (SA). The end points of this new SA are the IPv6 address of the Ethernet interface of the 

DA client (2001:db8:1:1000:4d5b:5846:adca:e568), that was configured using the fake RA, and the IPv6 address of the 

IPSEC gateway (2002:836b:3::836b:3). The screenshots that follow this paragraph show the established SA in the 

Firewall settings of both DA client and DA server respectively. 

 

Figure 35: New SA in Windows Firewall settings of the DA client 

 

Figure 36: New SA in Windows Firewall settings of the DA server 
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5.3 Other Security Concerns 

5.3.1 6to4  

Although the IP-HTTPS is the tunneling technology that was used in the scenario that was evaluated in this thesis, 

disabling 6to4 tunnel interface on the DA server is not an option. This indicates that 6to4 is considered to be a very 

substantial requirement for DA to function, at least in situations where the DA server is configured as an edge server, 

like in the evaluated scenario. Moreover, the addresses of 6to4 tunnel interface are always used as the IPSEC gateway 

endpoints [22]. 

As was already shown in the IPv6 attacks catalogue chapter, 6to4 is genetically vulnerable to some attacks, which 

means that the attack surface of DA becomes greater, if this tunneling is used.  

As a simple demonstration, a port scan against 6to4 tunneling interface was performed using Nmap, to show at least 

the information that might be obtained by scanning the 6to4 interface of the DA server. The result of this scan is shown 

by the screenshot in Figure 37: Port scan against 6to4 tunneling interface using Nmap. 

 

Figure 37: Port scan against 6to4 tunneling interface using Nmap 

5.3.2 IPSEC Infrastructure Tunnel 

The fact that infrastructure tunnel is usually established prior to signing in to the domain using domain credentials of 

the user, makes this tunnel to be possibly available to any local account on the DA client computer. The screenshot in 
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Figure 38: User with local account was able to use the infrastructure tunnel clearly shows that a user with a local 

administrator account was able to reach all the servers with their DNS namespaces, which means that the internal DNS 

server was used to resolve these namespaces.  

Of course I could not be able to access the intranet resources (e.g. the file server in the corpnet), but from my point of 

view, this would not be an obstacle for a skilled and nefarious attacker.  

 

Figure 38: User with local account was able to use the infrastructure tunnel 

This tunnel behavior would be an easy way for an attacker to put a foot on the corpnet, if the system administrators 

forget to enforce and apply firm policies on the computers that are used by the users. For example unencrypted 

computer’s storages, unset BIOS password for a computer, an outdated/an unpatched computer and/or a computer 

account with a weak password, all of these common and popular mistakes can put the security of both users and 

corpnet on risk, if DA is used. 

5.4 IP-HTTPS Cipher Suites Enumeration 

Nevertheless looking deeper at the security of the TLS protocol that is used by IP-HTTPS tunnel was beyond the main 

objective, it was thought that it would be better at least to look what protocol versions and cipher suites that can be used 

by default to establish the IP-HTTPS tunnel. Using SSLyze tool, the TLS protocol versions and cipher suites that are 

supported by the IP-HTTPS server component were enumerated. This SSLyze tool has the advantage of enumerating 

the TLS cipher suites if the client authentication is required, by providing the client certificate and the private key as an 

input 

As can be seen from the result exhibited by the Table 3, the old versions like SSLv3 and TLSv1 as well as some weak 

cipher suites are accepted yet by the IP-HTTPS component of the DA server. Finding such a support for 

deprecated/vulnerable TLS versions and weak ciphers may have only one explanation, which is the backward 

compatibility issue. I personally believe that this backward compatibility issue is no longer available in DA technology, 

because the oldest ever operating system that can use DA is Windows 7 Ultimate or Enterprise edition. Therefore, this 

backward compatibility support only serves the attacker’s favor. Some recently discovered TLS attacks that can take the 

advantage of supporting the old TLS versions and the weak cipher suites are mentioned in both [23] and [24].
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The above cipher suites are used when the IP-HTTPS component of the DA server uses authentication. On the other hand, in case the IP-HTTPS component uses no authentication, 

then the following ciphers are supported: 

TLS_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA256, TLS_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA and TLS_RSA_WITH_NULL_MD5 

c
ip

h
e

r 
su

it
e

s 

TLS Protocol version 

SSLv3 TLSv1 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2 

Cipher suite Key length Cipher suite Key length Cipher suite Key length Cipher suite Key length 

RC4-SHA 

RC4-MD5 

DES-CBC3-SHA 

128 bits 

128 bits 

128 bits  

112 bits 

ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA 

AES256-SHA 

ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA 

RC4-SHA 

RC4-MD5 

AES128-SHA 

DES-CBC3-SHA 

256 bits 

256 bits 

128 bits 

128 bits 

128 bits 

128 bits 

112 bits 

ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA 

AES256-SHA 

ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA 

RC4-SHA 

RC4-MD5 

AES128-SHA 

DES-CBC3-SHA 

256 bits 

256 bits 

128 bits 

128 bits 

128 bits 

128 bits 

112 bits 

ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA384 

ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA 

DHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384 

AES256-SHA256 

AES256-SHA 

AES256-GCM-SHA384 

ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA256 

ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA 

DHE-RSA-AES128-GCM-SHA256 

RC4-SHA 

RC4-MD5 

AES128-SHA256 

AES128-SHA 

AES128-GCM-SHA256 

DES-CBC3-SHA 

256 bits 

256 bits 

256 bits 

256 bits 

256 bits 

256 bits 

128 bits 

128 bits 

128 bits 

128 bits 

128 bits 

128 bits 

128 bits 

128 bits 

112 bits 

 

Table 3: TLS versions and cipher suites that are supported by the IP-HTTPS tunnel 
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5.5 IPSEC Default Configuration 

Because DA uses Authenticated IP (AuthIP) which is a proprietary version of the Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol, it 

was actually difficult to find a tool that can enumerate the different cipher suites that are allowed by the IPSEC gateway 

on the DA server. 

To review the different configuration of the IKE main and quick mode, I used the commands that are shown in Figure 39: 

IKE main mode configuration of one of the DA clients and Figure 40: IKE quick mode configuration of one of the DA 

clients respectively. The full usage of these commands can be found in [25].  

 

Figure 39: IKE main mode configuration of one of the DA clients 

As depicted by the screenshot in Figure 39: IKE main mode configuration of one of the DA clients, the IKE main mode 

can use one of the proposals that are listed in Table 4: Default IPSEC cipher suites that used by IKE main mode. 

No. Proposal No. Encryption algorithm Integrity algorithm DH group 

1 0 AES128 SHA256 DH2 

2 1 AES128 SHA1 DH2 

3 2 DES3 SHA1 DH2 

Table 4: Default IPSEC cipher suites that used by IKE main mode 

Nevertheless SHA1 is considered to be vulnerable to some attacks such as “collision attack” [26], where tow input 

messages can produce the same hash, the SHA1 is still safe to be used with IPSEC [27], because the hash function in 

IPSEC is used as a pseudo random generator which uses nonce as an input. 

Moreover, Figure 39: IKE main mode configuration of one of the DA clients and Table 4: Default IPSEC cipher suites that 

used by IKE main mode, show also that the main mode uses Diffie Hellman  group 2 (DH2), which uses a 1024 bit key 

length prime number, to be used in the key exchange process. This DH group is still considered to be secure when it is 

used in IPSEC [28]. However, it is highly recommended to go with higher prime DH group.  

In addition, DES3 is supposed to be an old encryption algorithm that should be replaced with AES [29].  Furthermore, by 

looking again at the screenshot in Figure 39: IKE main mode configuration of one of the DA clients, there is a property 
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called “ForceDiffieHellman”, which has the value “False”. The Microsoft documentation in [30] says; if this property is 

set to “True”, the key exchange will be protected by Diffie Hellman DH, which indicates the importance of this property.    

As represented by Figure 40: IKE quick mode configuration of one of the DA clients, the applied group policy also 

configured the IKE quick mode that should be used by DA client. 

 

Figure 40: IKE quick mode configuration of one of the DA clients 

To summarize the different proposals that can be used by a DA client in IKE quick mode, the following table is used:  

No. Proposal No. Encryption algorithm Integrity algorithm IPSEC protocol 

1 0 AES192 SHA1 ESP 

2 1 AES128 SHA1 ESP 

Table 5: Default IPSEC cipher suites that used by IKE quick mode 

Beside the cryptographic primitives that are used in this configuration, Figure 40: IKE quick mode configuration of one 

of the DA clients shows an interesting setting, which is called “PfsGroup”. This “PfsGroup” property refers to the DH 

group that is used by the Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) [31], which is by default set to “None”. If this setting means that 

PFS is disabled, thus, I think this property should have been not set to “None”, otherwise compromising future keys will 

result in compromising the past encrypted messages. Finally, it can also be seen that by default the IPSEC uses ESP 

protocol, which means that the IPSEC packets are only partially authenticated. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

In one hand, DirectAccess (DA) is relatively new IPv6 technology that offers users a comfortable and flexible way to 

seamlessly and securely connect to their corpnet resources. Not only did DA offer the benefits for user side, but DA also 

allows the IT administrators to supervise the security of their remote users by facilitating the auto-established 

infrastructure tunnel. In addition, DA enhances security by using different methods of authentication on the IPSEC 

tunnels such as computer certificates, NT LAN Manager version 2 (NTLMv2) and Kerberos. 

On the other hand, DA increases the complexity by relying on variety of technologies and protocols. This tangled nature 

of this technology might be an appealing and an attractive target for many attackers. 

Moreover, the security evaluation process that was carried out in this thesis revealed how the use of IPv6 in DA is prone 

to many IPv6 attacks, at least when IP-HTTPS tunneling technology is employed under the same assumptions that were 

made. Nevertheless, the IPv6 attacks that I performed in this thesis did not compromise the security of the encrypted 

data, these attacks showed how the IPv6 can be an invaluable source for the attackers.  

Despite the fact that IP-HTTPS server interface behaves much more cautious if the client authentication is not 

configured, yet some IPv6 attacks are feasible. In contrast, the IP-HTTPS interface completely changes its behavior 

when the client authentication is enforced, which results in almost accepting all types of the ICMPv6 packets. This 

change in behavior comes probably from the belief of the designers of this technology that all the clients behave equally 

in a safe manner once they are authenticated, which is not always the case in the real life. As can be concluded from the 

attacks that were performed, this alternative behavior of the IP-HTTPS server interface would have under some 

assumptions a very negative impact on the security of the DA.  

Furthermore, the enumeration of the cipher suites that are used by the TLS protocol for establishing the IP-HTTPS 

tunnel uncovered obsolete and deprecated TLS versions and vulnerable cipher suites, which definitely represents a 

precious attack vector for the interested attackers. 

Additionally, the IPSEC default configuration uses some security primitives such as Triple Data Encryption Standard 

(DES3) or Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA1), which are recommended to be changed according to the today’s standards. In 

the same context, some security features in the settings were also disabled, such as Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) and 

using of Diffie Hellman (DH) to protect the encryption key exchange. 

Beside the security of the DA server there is yet another security concern, which is the security of the DA client itself, 

since the automatic nature of the DA could be used in the favor of an attacker, if the security of the DA client computer 

is compromised. 

Last and not the least, as recommendations for using DA in an environment where security matters the most, the 

following procedures and measures should be considered: 

 The default configuration for deploying DA should be avoided and instead some time and effort should be given to 

securely set up DA as recommended by the vendor. One mitigation for the aforementioned issue; is to use the 

technique that was introduced by Richard Hicks in [32]. Richard is a highly qualified and a very specialized in DA 

technology, who found a good idea that could effectively prevent the unauthorized IP-HTTPS connections, by firstly 

authenticating the DA clients to an Application Delivery Controller (ADC) such as the Citrix NetScaler and then 

establishing the IP-HTTPS tunnel. However, as mentioned by Richard; it should be noted that using the IP-HTTPS 

pre-authentication on the ADC appliance (Citrix NetScaler) is not supported by Microsoft, as well as the solution is 

also not applicable when One Time Password (OTP) authentication is used to authenticate DA tunnels.   

 Some information leakage should be taken into consideration and prevented as much as possible, because this 

information could provide the attacker with great information. For instance the Network Location Server (NLS) 

DNS namespace that is always sent in clear and the information exposed as a result of using NULL cipher suites 

for the IP-HTTPS connection. 
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 The concept behind IP-HTTPS is really appreciated, but this tunneling technology should be well hardened whether 

the authentication is used or not.  

 Unwanted and unused IPv6 technologies should be disabled on both DA server and DA clients. Moreover, as was 

seen disabling 6to4 is not an option on the DA server and that is why more attention should be taken to the security 

of 6to4 tunneling. 

 In general, IPv6 could be a double-edged sword, if the security of this protocol is not taken seriously. Therefore, 

referring to the security best practice guidelines of the IPv6, that are provided by vendors and institutions are 

highly recommended. 

 Updating the servers and the clients where the DA runs is not enough, because some settings have to be manually 

configured, for instance modifying the TLS protocol versions and the cipher suites that are used by DA server.  

 Strong filtering mechanisms on the ingoing and the outgoing traffic should be applied. 

 Applying isolation techniques and rules to prevent unwanted traffic from reaching its destinations.  

 Using authentication for any sensitive communication.  

 Access Control List (ACL) should be maintained to grant users and computers the permissions to access the 

resources that they are only allowed to access. 

 Despite the infrastructure tunnel has many benefits especially for IT administrators, a way to limit the availability 

of this tunnel to all users on the computer should be found. 

 Manually configure the IPSEC settings to use strong and recommended cipher suites and encryption key lengths, 

as well as using the recommended features that add more security to the overall DA communication.  

 Using additional security products that can enhance the security of the overall DA technology is recommended, 

such as Network Access Protection (NAP). 

Finally, DA topic is really a huge topic that deserves more time and effort from security researchers in order to cover it 

in a fine grained fashion. Therefore, for future works, it is highly suggested to those who may be interested to continue 

the work, to look at the different configuration scenarios of the DA. It is also recommended to deeply investigate the 

security of IPSEC tunnels, by for example conducting some IPSEC-related attacks to see if these attacks would 

compromise the security of the IPSEC tunnels. 
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7.2 Disclaimer 

All products, company names, brand names, trademarks and logos are the property of their respective owners.  
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